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Ella Tipton is a survivor. In the wake of an attack that nearly left her dead, she has spent each day putting her
life back together. Once vibrant and outgoing, she's needed to reclaim the best parts of who she was while
retaining the hard-won lessons. There hasn't been room for any romantic entanglements, even if she were
ready. Still, it doesn't mean she has to stop sneaking looks at Mister Tall, Dark and Tattooed himself.

Security professional Andrew Copeland isn't quite sure when his jones for the lovely and decidely skittish
Ella developed. He's known her for years, has watched her triumph over the pain she's been dealt. Cope is no
stranger to women, but he knows the nervous flush he gets every time he talks to Ella is different from any
attraction he's had in the past. Determined to get Ella to let him in, Cope does the one thing he can think of to
get close: he offers her hands-on training in self-defense.

While Ella's sure Cope is just being nice, the prospect of being able to touch him and and gain the tools to
push away the last vestiges of her fear is more than she can resist. Soon enough, Cope shows Ella his
feelings are far more than friendly, and he reignites something deep inside her. It isn't long before desire and
love turn them both inside out.
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From Reader Review Inside Out for online ebook

Buggy says

Opening Line: "She arched on a gasp as the heat of his mouth met her neck."

Inside Out is the 3rd instalment from Lauren Dane’s deliciously erotic 'Brown Family' series. And while I
absolutely adored the first 2 books Laid Bare and Coming Undone I’m sad to say that this one was a huge
disappointment for me.

The writing is still engaging (except for Dane’s new obsession with the words “Gah” and “Pfft”) and once
we get to the love scenes they’re well done, although I wouldn’t call them erotic especially when compared
to (Laid Bare) I also enjoyed returning to a cast of familiar characters unfortunately nothing really interesting
ever happens here with them. It’s more like an advanced character study or slice-of-life then erotic romance
with very little in the way of a developing storyline, especially when you consider its 306 pages long.

Instead we’re just given endless and often repetitive conversations amongst a group of friends. Centering on
Erin’s risky final stages of pregnancy, Ben’s angry, bigoted father and some rather high-schoolish
discussions on how much Ella/Andrew are totally crushing on each other; which is then dissected by each
member of the group and reasons given to why they shouldn’t or shouldn’t be dating. This was monotonous.
I kept waiting for the real story to begin or some kind of conflict between the H/h to develop as they began to
fall in love. Regrettably none of these things ever materialized and honestly I was bored.

Another huge problem for me and I’m sure at least part of the reason why I never connected with this book
was the similarity of everyone’s names. With an Ella, Erin, Elise and Adrian I was often at a loss as to who
was doing the talking. The hero was also referred to as either Andrew, Drew, Andy or Cope which had me
double checking that I’d somehow missed the introduction of a new character and to top off the name game
there were also 2 different antagonists a Bill and a Billy. Gah!

Ella and Andrew have been tip toeing around a mutual infatuation for years but it’s taken that long for Ella to
be emotionally ready to return gorgeous ladies man and perpetual flirt Andrew’s steamy glances. She’s still
wary but at last feeling ready to reclaim the vibrant and outgoing person she was before her ex boyfriend
destroyed her confidence then attacked and almost killed her. *I’m sorry but this is the same back story given
for the last two heroines in this series*

Okay so basically Andrew and Ella start dating and through some romantic poems, a mixed tape and several
visits to see Erin in the hospital they fall in love. There isn’t much drama where these two are concerned and
as I said no real conflict. I did enjoy seeing another side of Andrew’s (up until now) playboy character and
witnessing how shy and out of his element he became with Ella. And the love letters he sends her will have
you sighing. Watching Ella find herself again was also interesting but as I said had been done before. Of
course all the other characters are back and feeling more like a family then ever Although we don't get
another Chapter 16 like in(Coming Undone) or into Todd or Ben’s heads.

I do recommend this to fans of the series, especially after going over some of the other reviews as I seem to
be in the minority when it comes to my low rating. I wish I’d liked it more. Cheers



MaggieReadsRom says

4.25 stars!
I don't believe I've ever been more anxiously yearning for a book or more giddy to finally read about a
character I've lusted for from the moment he set foot in the first book of this series: Mr. Andrew 'Cope'
Copeland. My heart was literally thumping when I opened the digital copy and started reading.

Andrew 'Cope' Copeland is a sweet, gentle and caring man wrapped in a flirty bad boy. He’s confident and
easygoing, sensitive and intuitive. With every page Cope had me crushing on him more and more and while
he wooed Ella he lured me not only right into his web of sensuality but also romanced me with his caring and
fun personality.

And I was happy with how Ella invariably kept calling him Andrew instead of Cope. She sees and exposes
sides of him he keeps hidden from everyone. They all know Cope, laid-back pretty boy, but only Ella gets to
see Andrew, sensitive and vulnerable.

Ella Tipton is a woman with a rough past that turned her from carefree and vivacious to cautious and
stronger but still the vivaciousness seeps through now and again. She’s a fighter. Resilient and brave,
focused and empathic. Few authors make me really (fall in) love their heroines, Lauren Dane is one of those
few. Through Cope she made me fall for Ella as hard as he did.

Cope and Ella are perfectly matched. Others perceive them both others in a certain way but they have this
need to have someone look past the outward and obvious stuff and get to their cores. I love it when a main
couple goes from friends to fantasizing about each other to being lovers to a relationship. And that's exactly
what Lauren Dane gave me in INSIDE OUT.

The secondary cast of characters in INSIDE OUT was comprised solely of (extended) family members, both
on Cope and Ella’s side. It was awesome to see the characters from the first two books make an appearance
and form a wonderful supporting cast to bring out the family dynamics, support and the feeling of
togetherness I adore in this series.

Parents again play an important role in the back-story and character-depth. Ella's don't get her yen for
independence and feel rejected when she tries to make a life for herself without completely leaning on them.
They don't see that she needs it to feel a semblance of being in control of her life. Yet despite their
disagreement on this, there's also warmth and love between the Tiptons and they see and understand more
than Ella thinks.
Following the small thread in LAID BARE Cope's parents, especially his dad, are still struggling so much
with Ben's choice of lifestyle, that they overlook Cope, who has always stood in Ben's shadow, Ben being
the favorite golden boy in his parents eyes. In some parts of the story (when you read the scenes, you'll know
which parts I mean) I wanted to punch Cope's dad in the face, hard!

As much as I adored INSIDE OUT for its emotional impact, its strong family and friends dynamics, its
wonderful main couple and their lovely, touching journey into a deep and profound love I did miss the dirty
hot sexy times and the sexual intensity that blew me away in LAID BARE and COMING UNDONE. I had
the feeling that the awesome erotic and sexual zing that was present in LAID BARE has dwindled down a bit
in the following books.

On the one hand I thought it was cute how sweet Cope was by reigning in his lust and taking it slow with



Ella, considerate of her troubled past and fragile emotions where it came to men and sex, but on the other
hand I was thinking: 'Come on Cope! Get down and dirty already!' and getting impatient waiting for the
scorching hotness to set the pages on fire, which was muted by Cope's constant need to accommodate Ella
and make sure he did nothing to scare her off. There's a time for sweet, gentle and cute and there's a time for
sweaty dirty smexing and since I expected a sexy contemporary, not to say erotic romance (based on the two
previous books) I must admit to myself that the sweaty dirty was not present enough for me in most of the
book.

My problem was that there was a lot of talk (from Cope and other characters) about him being a "dirty" boy
but I didn't see it in the sex scenes much. Don't get me wrong: I liked the sex scenes, liked Cope as the hero
but a little more dirty would have made him live up more to my high expectations. I also understand that a
great part of the minor issues I had with INSIDE OUT were due to my own high, and probably unrealistic,
expectations so I want to make sure that anyone reading this review understands that this is a case of : “it’s
me, not you Lauren.”

That being said, I absolutely loved the way Lauren Dane shows the power of friendship and love in all its
facets in the books of this series and INSIDE OUT is no exception. The intricate bonds and emotions
between lovers, friends and family members that run like a thread throughout the book, is one of the strong
points that I adore in this series. They are what give the books and the characters a depth that goes beyond
any hot sex scene could.

Lauren Dane never fails to bring me new and refreshing stuff when it comes to sex speak. Some new-to-me
terms I picked up: eye-f#cked and sex voice. And there was a remarkable obsession with licking (if several
body parts, not just the obvious ones) in this book. I'm not complaining about this, just noticed it as it was
mentioned from the start on the very first page, it was on both Ella and Cope's mind a lot throughout the
book and it was in every sex scene.

In conclusion, INSIDE OUT is a must-read and can’t be missed once you’ve started this series. Though it
didn’t meet my (enormously) high expectations in the erotic sense, for me it was a sexy contemporary
romance that redefines the meaning of romantic and it was an emotional depiction of the bonds within a
group of family and friends, colliding family members and love in its purest form.

Mandi Schreiner says

Favorite Quote: Then there was quiet as she met his eyes and smiled, and Christ, he just sort of fell all the
way into balls-out love for Ella Tipton.

Andrew Copeland, or “Cope” is a security specialist and has had his eye on Ella Tipton for some time now.
He is known as a playboy, never having one woman for very long, and having lots and lots of women in his
time. He hasn’t pursued Ella because she was in an extremely abusive relationship, and hasn’t wanted to
push her for a relationship. But now she is almost done school, and seems to have put her past somewhat
behind her so Cope does what he does best – puts on that charm and flirtatious smile, and Ella melts all over
it.

Ella cannot believe the man she has been lusting after for years is actually, seriously flirting with her – with
intention of dating. He overwhelms her, makes her nervous and just outright scares her – but oh does she
want him. Although her past won’t totally be forgotten, Cope has ways of helping overcome her fears, and



showing her what it is really like to be in a loving relationship.

This is my first Lauren Dane book. I know, I know what has taken me so long? I have been deliciously
tortured on Twitter with every – “omg this Lauren Dane book is so hot” tweet for so long now. In a sense, I
wish I would have started back with Laid Bare and Coming Undone before I had read this one. While this
reads well as a stand alone, the couples from the previous books play a prominent role in this one, and I am
sure I would have enjoyed revisiting them if I had started with book one. With that being said, I very much
now want to go back and meet them!

Lauren Dane writes hot dirty talk. That right there is a fact. Not only is the sex hot, but Cope and Ella have
no problem talking through it – and that just makes the romance dirty. Need an example?

Reaching back, she divested herself of her bra.

“Wow.” He whistled with wolfish appreciation. “Those are fucking magnificent. You have no idea how
many times I jerked off thinking of them.”

Do we need one more with a reference to Cope pleasuring himself? Oh I think we do:

This time she nipped his bottom lip, sucking it into the heat of her mouth, and his cock wanted to burst
through the front of his sweats. He’d be masturbating about three seconds after he got through his front door
at this rate. Again. His cock would fall off at this rate.

Don’t worry – his cock stays firmly in place.

Cope is so concerned with making sure Ella knows she is just not another fling, that he takes things mighty
slow. Which means we get lots of slow, sensual tension, before the big show.

Ella is a strong heroine who is still fighting internal and external scars from her abusive relationship. She is
really cute when she can’t believe the sexy Cope wants her. She gets flustered and blushes so easily – I really
enjoyed those traits in her. But what she has found is this wonderful family – Cope, Todd, Ben, Erin, Brody,
Elise and Adrian. These people surround one another, almost to a stifling degree. The amount of times we
are told how wonderful each of the friends are does become repetitive at times. But I love how all the friends
interact, and support each other. The guys can sit around talking about boobs, but they are also there for each
other for the more serious moments.

I enjoyed the conflict Cope has with his father, which I assume started in the previous book. His father does
not approve of his other son Ben, being in a ménage relationship with Ben and Erin, and I felt like their
confrontation was done really well.

I had a blast reading this book. I enjoyed Cope and Ella’s relationship very much. Inside Out is very hot, and
very fun and I will definitely be checking out her previous Brown Siblings books!

Rating: B

Auntee says



Even though this was not my favorite book of the wonderful Brown Siblings series, it still was a very good
read. Yes, in terms of in your face sexuality it's no Laid Bare, and in terms of heartthrob hero and feel good
romance it's no Coming Undone. But it is a beautiful, character driven story about cafe manager/future social
worker Ella Tipton (who we first met in "Laid Bare") and former cop and now partner in a security firm
Andrew "Cope" Copeland. Along with LD's rich-in details-storytelling, we get a heartwarming friends-to-
lovers story, with subplots about Erin's (from Laid Bare) risky pregnancy, and a troubled family relationship
between his father and brother Ben that Cope is trying to mediate.

The story starts slowly between Ella and Cope, as they each discover their feelings for each other are more
than that of just friends after 6 years of knowing each other. Cope treads carefully with Ella though, because
she survived a harrowing attack from her abusive former boyfriend that put her in the hospital, which
damaged her not only physically, but mentally. Cope had always had feelings for the younger (she's 26, he's
36), pretty redhead, but the timing was never right for a relationship beyond friendship to develop. But now
the former boyfriend is in jail, Ella is on the mend, and Cope is tired of dating women who mean nothing to
him. So he finally makes a move on Ella, who's not sure if she's reading him right. Cope is known as an
outrageous flirt and a bad boy--is he really serious? About her? Could the sexy, tattoed, black haired, blue-
eyed, nipple pierced hunk who's been starring in her recent super hot fantasies be interested in her that way?

I loved both Ella and Cope. Lauren Dane has a way of writing her characters that makes you want to be
either their best friend (as with Ella) or their lucky girlfriend (as with Cope). Both were extremely likable. I
loved that they were both blushers--even ladies man Cope! I loved how Ella grew stronger and stronger as
the story developed and conquered her fears and grew more confident. I loved how she was able to see the
real Cope, not just the easy going facade he presented to the public. I loved how she saw him as the more
serious and deeper "Andrew", the artist who enjoyed poetry and carpentry, as well as the fun loving "Cope".
Cope had doubts and fears about himself and wasn't always as self-assured as he seemed to be, and Ella was
able to get him to reveal that vulnerable side of himself. I loved how Ella discovered and supported all his
hidden talents. I loved how she 'got' him, and I loved how Cope recognized and appreciated that fact. I also
loved the little notes they mailed to each other--very sweet and romantic.

I loved how Cope got nervous around Ella. That was really cute for such an experienced 'bad boy'. I loved
how he took it slow with her, yet let her know he was very interested. I loved the respect he showed her, the
care he took with her, and his whole protective attitude. I loved how he pursued her, and gave her confidence
in herself and her sexuality. I loved how he loved his friends and his family. He had a certain role in his
family and I felt bad for him that his father (who was an ass in this story) didn't appreciate him fully and that
he was sometimes taken for granted, even by his brother and his friends.

Now, the love scenes--very hot, yet tastefully done. Not quite as erotic as the other two stories in the series.
But I felt that was appropriate for the characters. Ella was coming out of an abusive relationship, one in
which she was controlled and was scorned for her sexual desires, so it took her a while to regain her
confidence in that area, and Cope wanted to be very sure that Ella was ready for him. And she was, believe
me! The only problem I had with the love scenes was that it took a little while (page 150 or so) for them to
get to it!

Fans of the series will be happy to see all the couples of the previous stories have prominent roles in this one,
as well they should. This is not only a love story between the hero and heroine, but between them and their
friends and family. Erin, Todd, Ben, Brody, Elise, and Adrian are all there to lend support and offer advice. I
love how they all love and support each other--they are there for each other in the good times and the bad,
and they all have each other's backs. Wonderful friendships in this book.



There were a few things in this book that were kind of quirky. First of all, all the similar sounding names--
Ella, Erin, Elise, and Adrian--sometimes it was hard to keep straight in my head just who was talking! And
Ella's abusive boyfriend (Billy) and Cope's father (Bill)--strange coincidence. Ella's habit of saying "gah"
and "Pfft". Don't know if that's a regional thing or just a Dane-ism, but I think I've read that in some of her
other books. None of this took away from the story, it just made me stop and wonder about it for a bit.

I think fans of this series will be pleased with this love story, and the subplots surrounding it. Ella was an
easy to like, strong and relatable heroine, and I was pulling for her to get her HEA with Cope. I adored Cope,
thought he was excellent boyfriend (and husband) material (even though he had a moment of fear that almost
wrecked his future with Ella). Not only was he described as drop dead gorgeous, but he was a good person
inside. Ella and Cope together? A steamy hot, perfect match. My take on this story? A solid 4 star read. Now
bring on Adrian, the last un-hitched Brown sibling...

Vallsykes says

Naked you are simple as one of your hands;
Smooth, earthy, small, transparent, round.
You've moon-lines, apple pathways...
Morning (Love Sonnet XXVII) by Pablo Neruda

Lauren Dane delivered this installment of the Brown Siblings with inspirational poetry, sage advice about
love, the tightness of those you "call" family, and...group talk sessions that made badass men talk about their
feelings like they were at Husbands & Boyfriends Anonymous!

It was like imagining this

Maybe I will write a full review to come. The writing was good; I just cared a little about the main couple,
but neither had substance, especially because there were no significant/unique problems. They were a couple
made-in-Mayberry with conflicts either manufactured mostly in their heads or as a by-product of the
previous book, Laid Bare. Repetitive, if you ask me. 2 stars for the fleeting pieces of enjoyment in
between the snooze breaks

Jane Stewart says

There is no story. No interesting personality conflicts. It’s mostly conversations with and about friends. I was
bored.

STORY BRIEF:
Four years ago Ella’s abusive boyfriend Bill tried to kill her and left scars on her legs. He went to jail. Since
then Ella has been slowly healing psychologically. Cope has always been a ladies man – sleeping with lots of
women, never wanting to settle down. Cope and Ella have admired each other from afar but never acted on
it. This back story is briefly told to us, not shown. The story now begins with their flirting. For some reason
Cope decides to step up the flirting and offers to give her some hands-on training in self-defense.



Ella and Cope are close to several people, their group of friends. Erin is pregnant and has some
complications with the pregnancy. Erin has two husbands - Ben and Todd – a marriage of three. Ben’s father
cannot accept Ben loving a man which causes some conflict during this story. Cope is not open with his
parents, and they have no idea that he is doing a great job at remodeling his house. Elise and Brody are part
of this group of friends. They are getting married in two months, so the story includes preparations and
conversations about the coming wedding.

REVIEWER’S OPINION:
There was no story. The entire book consisted of conversations among the people described above. The
major conflicts were “I’m worried, will my baby be ok?” or “I’m sad because my dad said this.” Nothing
interesting happened. I was bored throughout. All the characters were nice people except the one dad. So
there were no interesting personality conflicts which might have helped.

Friends repeatedly tell Ella that Cope really likes her. They’ve never seen him look at another women the
way he looks at her. Cope sends something romantic to Ella. She sends something romantic back. One of her
issues is trying to be stronger and to stand up for herself as opposed to being mouse-like (the way she used to
be with Bill). Cope and Ella didn’t seem to have any relationship conflicts other than who was going to pay
for dinner and whether or not she should cook. There are several sex scenes between Cope and Ella. I found
them lacking - not enough emotion.

Regarding self-defense training, the product description says “all that skin on skin contact will have them
both turning inside out.” I recall only a paragraph or so about this training. It wasn’t hot like I thought it
would be. It was a very minor part of the story.

CAUTION SPOILERS:
As typical for romance stories, there is a major separation toward the end. The reason for the separation is
Cope saying I’m worried that I will do something bad in the future and drive you away and then I will miss
you. I am afraid of being hurt like that so I am breaking up with you. This is my pet peeve #6 (breaking up
because you fear you might be hurt in the future). Was the author suffering writer’s block? She’s a good
author; she could have come up with something better.

The content in the last chapter was similar to an epilogue. Andrew announced to the group of friends that
when he and Ella were in Las Vegas last weekend for other activities, they snuck away and got married. I
thought now this might have been an interesting event to develop and show. But there were no details. I was
disappointed that it was “told” and not “shown.” This is an example of the book being about conversations
with friends rather than showing a story.

DATA:
Story length: 306 pages. Swearing language: strong, including religious swear words. Number of sex scenes:
8. Estimated number of sex scene pages: 32. Setting: current day Seattle, Washington area. Copyright: 2010.
Genre: erotic contemporary romance.

Shawna says

4 ½ stars – Contemporary/Erotic Romance

Although I enjoyed this, it’s my least favorite book in the Brown Siblings series so far, which is still a bit like



saying it was only Dove chocolate instead of Godiva or Vosges. I just love this series, especially the
hunktastic, sweet, caring alpha bad boy Brown and Copeland men...YUM and YOWZA!

What I liked most:

I really liked survivor Ella’s and former playboy with hidden substance Andrew’s characters and their
relationship development from friendship to love.

I loved the natural, deep-rooted, familial camaraderie that exists between all the characters, especially my
favorite Brown sibling Brody with his fiancé Elise and their daughter Rennie and the protectively close
sisterhood of best gal pals Ella, Erin, and Elise. I just can’t say enough about how much I enjoyed all of the
character interactions, and not only between the main H/h.

The letter writing and sharing of poetry between Andrew/Cope and Ella was sooo incredibly
romantic...*sigh*.

Ella is such a lovable, genuine heroine who’s nurturing nature, loyalty, quirky sense of humor, strength, and
sometimes silly personality make her a great friend of all the Brown and Copeland characters and a whole lot
of fun, too.

I loved it when Ella went all badass, protective lioness and stood up to Andrew’s bitter, bigoted father. I was
cheering...You Go Girl!

What I didn’t like quite as much:

The heat between Ella and Cope was much milder than the previous books, and although I enjoyed their
natural ease and companionship with each other, I would have preferred a bit more steam, kink, and dirty
talk. Their connection was intrinsic and relationship deeply passionate, but I wanted to see it expressed a
little more in the love scenes. Yes, I needed the sex a little (or a lot) hotter, so sue me!

I’m surprised to be saying this, but I actually felt like things were a little too smooth sailing between Ella and
Andrew. Not that I wanted some contrived, big misunderstanding or fake melodrama, but their relationship
progression seemed rather easy, sedate, and a bit anticlimactic.

The Ella, Elise, Erin name thing drove me crazy and was so darn confusing and distracting at times. And
they’re not overly common names either, so it seems a bit unrealistic that three best girlfriends would all
have somewhat unusual names that start with an ‘E’. At least Raven isn’t an ‘E’ name, which is probably the
main (only) thing that I actually like about her at this point. And I have a feeling that she’s going to be paired
up with Adrian...ugh. But I really hope I’m wrong about that. *Edited on 11/20/10: YAY! Lauren Dane has
posted the back cover copy for Never Enough, and the heroine paired with Adrian isn’t Raven! Thank you,
Ms. Dane! I want Raven to get her HEA, too, but not with Adrian. They just don’t fit, and the heroine,
Gillian, that LD has written for Adrian sounds like a perfect match for him!*

So even though it’s not the best of the series and Andrew/Cope isn’t quite as truffleliciously yummy as my
favorite tattooed bad boy Brody, Inside Out is still a great romance with wonderful characters. I can’t wait
for Adrian’s story, and whether he’s saddled with Raven or not, I’m hoping Lauren Dane makes Never
Enough a worthwhile ending to this fantastic series. 4 ½ stars!



Ally says

I don't really think this should be considered read. It's a dnf for now. I just can't. I could give a shIte less
about these characters.

Robin *loves sexy books* says

i loved this so much. i've given 5 stars to the first 2 books in this series and see no reason to stop now. i love
how lauren dane writes this group of friends/family. they all have their flaws and get on each others nerves,
but they all love so deeply and are so loyal to each other. ella was fantastic and i really loved reading how
her relationship with cope progressed. i loved reading about them flirting and him stealing a kiss or touch. it
was romantic, hot as hell at times and almost too sweet to believe.

i also loved catching up with brody/elise/rennie and erin/ben/todd. and i cannot wait for adrian's book. got to
see a little of raven too and am wondering what's to come for those 2. can't believe i have to wait til
september for that. it's well worth the wait though. love this series.

Juliana Philippa says

Unfortunately, I didn't enjoy this book as much as I thought I would. After reading Lauren Dane's  Making
Chase  I was all ready to go on a Dane binge. It hadn't been at all what I expected and so I was really looking
forward to raiding her backlist and reading the other books that I had so mistakenly overlooked! I decided to
start with this one because the summary and main characters appealed to me and the reviews were great.

Essentially, the book felt like a novella that went on way, way, WAY too long. Nothing happens. There are
no real obstacles, most of the drama comes from secondary characters, and Ella and Cope are so constantly
going gaga over the other in their thoughts and verbally to others that all I was waiting for was for them to
carve their names into a tree and getting matching tattoos. Many of the issues I had with Inside Out were
ones that I also had with Making Chase, however that book had enough redeeming qualities to
counterbalance it. While this one did also have some good points, the negatives far outweighed the positives
and will probably PBSwap it.

{ Praise }
* Let's face it, Cope/Andrew is a delicious hero. Big, bad, and tattooed, but also very sweet, intelligent, and
sensitive. I loved that part of his "thing" to overcome in the book was him realizing that he is much more
than just a pretty face who can get any girl he wants. He has so much more to offer and has definite hidden
depths; I loved that Ella recognized it and that she helped him do so as well. If he had not been so sickening
in his gaga-ness of his feelings for Ella in the majority of the book, he would have without a doubt made it
on my favorite heroes list.

* I thought the beginning started off very well; for that part of the book, I liked both Ella and Cope, enjoyed
their interactions, and really felt the chemistry. Dane builds up the tension between them and does so very,
very well. I enjoyed it so much, actually, that it made the downward spiral of the rest of the book that much



more painful.

{ Lack of Any Real Plot }
Nothing really happens in the book. They get together and there aren't any major obstacles to their
relationship. The biggest drama that goes on is from book 1's love trio, with Erin have difficulties with her
pregnancy and everyone (understandably) freaking out and stressing as a result. The book's climax (if it can
even be called that?!?!) with the relationship's turning point is even triggered by everything going on with
Erin. I did not at all see it in coming, and not in the sense that I didn't know it was heading in that direction
(though obviously that as well), but Ella gives a (not so) little speech, Cope is caught off guard by this
ultimatum, she confirms it ... and I'm going back and rereading what I apparently missed because I never
heard an ultimatum - was something left on the chopping board by mistake? Anyway, Ella and Cope work it
out within a few hours, so it was all very anti-climactic and seemed silly, just an attempt to have some type
of dramatic thing to trigger the book's HEA and conclusion.

{ Annoying Hero and Boring Heroine }
* While yes, I loved Cope, thought he was a terrific hero, and would love to have a guy fall like that for me,
at times all I could think was, Enough already! There is so much internal monologue going on with him and
always on the exact same subject: Ella. And how amazing Ella is. And how odd that Ella doesn't know she's
fabulous because she is. And how had he managed to wait so long to make his move. Because he had
admired her for so long. Because she's so amazing. And on and on and on. That and the following criticism
had me desperately wanting to skim by the time I was nearing the end of the book.

* Ella was okay, but for some reason I wasn't able to connect with her really. While I liked her well enough
in the beginning, as time went on she began to seem a little boring and flat. I wanted to like her, because
Dane gives her a compelling past and in that sense she comes across as a very strong woman, but in the end I
didn't think she was a very well-defined character.

* I disliked that Ella was always going on and on - verbally and mentally - about how hot Cope was and
what a great body he had. This would have annoyed me no matter what, but in this case it was especially
aggravating since it plays into part of his character's "thing" - though the connection is never made and Ella
doesn't seem to realize the potential harm in this. Cope is known as a laid-back, fun-loving, (HUGE) ladies'
man (get your mind out of the gutter; I'm referring to the large number of ladies he attracts, nothing else) and
that is what he shows most of the world; while there are actually a lot of hidden depths to him, he sometimes
doubts this and wonders if he has anything to offer other than his pretty face and if that's all people see him
as.

{ Not Great as a Stand-Alone }
* If you haven't read the other Brown Siblings books (which I have not), you're somewhat lost. A lot of times
I knew some of the things in the characters' pasts that were being alluded to because I'd read so many of the
previous books' reviews recently, but I was still somewhat lost with some things and would have been
completely lost if it hadn't been for that.

* Again, not having read the previous books I didn't have a huge attachment to the other characters and
found them to be much more imposing here than Chase and Tate's families were in Making Chase. In some
ways, the book seemed almost as much about their drama and good times as it was about Cope and Ella's
relationship. Also, while I knew the premise of book 1 and so was in some ways prepared for the Erin-Todd-
Ben relationship, it was kind of weird to read about. I don't want to be judgmental, but it took some getting
used to. And I'm very, very curious to know which one of them is the father and/or if they want to know or
care.



{ Minor Complaints }
* We're never given full details about Ella and what her ex did to her; I think there was overlap with previous
books, so maybe that's given in more detail then, but since this is her book I think it should be included here
as well. We're never even told point-blank what her scars on her legs are, though her father makes a
reference to her being burned by the ex, so I'm assuming that was during the attack and led to the resulting
scares. Don't know though.

* Really? You have to make the three main female characters be named Ella, Erin, and Elise? No other
letters in the alphabet you can start the names with? Was very confusing when I started the book because the
other two are quite frequently present and I still wasn't sure who was who and how they were all connected.

* What was up with Ella's voice being described so many times as high, squeaky, and cartoonish? Yet Cope
loved this and thought it was cute. This isn't really a criticism - real women have high voices, why not a book
heroine, but it was just so ... odd? And that they would describe her as sounding like a cartoon, but having
that be a compliment? Definitely not how I would take it if someone said that to me.

* There is a significant age difference between Ella and Cope that we're not even made aware of until more
than halfway into the book. He's 36 and she's around 26 (or maybe one year older). Now ten years isn't huge,
I know, but especially since they are not written as being at different points in their lives and Cope refers to
people "their age," it really caught me off guard and threw me more than it probably would have had I
known this beforehand.

* Needed a better editor. Some words were repeated and others missing.

{ Contemporary Romance Classification }
One of the reasons I had not read Dane's books previously was because I understood them to be erotica. Just
like with Making Chase, I really didn't find that to be the case here and it read more like a regular
contemporary romance to me. Maybe towards one end of that genre, because some scenes are more detailed
and there are a few crude lines, but I really didn't find anything to take it out of the regular CR category.

{ Bottom Line }
Having written out all the things I disliked, I'm realizing how few positives (read: barely any) were actually
there to counterbalance them. I did enjoy the book's start and Cope is sexy and sweet, but neither of these
things could save it for me. Unfortunately, I would say that if you're dead-set on reading it, get it from the
library (if your library has it).

(Written July 2, 2011)

Miss Kim says

I loved the latest in Brown Siblings series. I read this during a very stressful week in my life, and it made me
relax and smile. Ms. Dane creates wonderful characters I feel like I know and sometimes it seems like they
are real people.

I loved Ella and Cope together. Bad Boy gets Shy Girl is a story that works for me every time. I am still not
sure why this is labled 'erotic'. It seemed more of a contemporary romance to me with some extra steam.



I will say that Ms. Dane's women say the words "pffft" and "gah" too much. I don't know anyone that
actually says 'gah!'. Do you?

Pam Nelson says

5 Inside Out Stars

Ella and Cope

I am soo glad Ella is a survivor. Not I say that because she isn’t your typical survivor, 4 years have gone by
since her attack. And she is a stronger character for it.

Now I would never want that to happen to a character just to make them stronger but in this case its just how
it played out and I love that she doesn’t act like a victim she is up front about her fears and Cope is there to
help.

Cope is kind of in the middle of family drama because Ben being his brother is involved with a male and a
female that we meet in Laid Bare and their father is having trouble being ok with it. Cope wants to make
everything better and Ben is just done with it all.

Ella it is sweet talking Ella that kind of makes them all see reason. Though I don’t know if the dad will ever
be ok with Ben’s relationship but at least now he will be accountable for his own actions.

I loved this LOVE STORY sooooo freaking hard. Ella’s story is strong and bold unique. I love that she has
this small squeaky voice but this huge personality. I love that Cope sees her for who and what she is. I love
that they have tis deep connection and can be open and honest.

I just loved this story. <3

*You don't have to like my review but its 100% my opinion, and I am allowed to have it.*

Heather says

I wanted, SO BADLY, to give this a 4 or 5, but...I couldn't. The spice and heat between characters in a
Lauren Dane book that I've come to expect wasn't there, and I'm not quite sure why. It might be because they
have such a long, shared past. It might be because these characters are so different from the previous
characters in the series, as well as from her other series.

Cope and Ella are the glue holding people together, they're the nurturers of the group, and Cope is often
taken for granted by the men. They forget that he's not just the fun-loving, happy go lucky friend always
game for a drink and game of pool. I was surprised at his depth, and his outside interests. Ella's always been
the "can't wait" character for me in the series, and she lived up to my expectations. A woman who is
unwilling to allow the awful things that have happened to her, and the well meaning intentions of her family,
to keep her from being a strong, capable woman.



**SPOILERS**

I loved seeing these two characters come to that place where everything aligned, and the flirting became
FLIRTING, and then romance, and then...LOVE. Now the romance-y scenes, those gave me the punch in the
gut. The beautiful mail between the two, the thoughtful gestures and caring - those were what I expect from a
Dane novel, and they were plentiful. I loved that the characters had this short-hand, and learned each other -
Copes's poetry and his carpentry come to mind. But the sexy scenes were....eh. He was so hot for her, and
their sex fizzled. It was always the same (her on top), and honestly, I thought their scenes without each other
had more spice and more need. I enjoyed that they took turns giving up control, but we never see scenes
where he has the control. And I never felt his dirty talk was all that dirty. I appreciated that she wasn't perfect
in the sack (because why would she be?), but he has more experience so it would have been nice to see him
take charge, but I don't think that was the only reason why those scenes didn't hit me in the gut with that
"wow" feeling when two people are just right.

I'm looking forward to Adrian's story, and hoping that it will be with Raven. Her development in this book
has shown that she isn't just a bitch, and that she might have a very interesting history that has made her who
she is, and so afraid of emotional attachments. And she might be the one to shake him up.

Holly says

I'm going to give it 4 stars just because I loved the characters. This book did not have to intense smokin' hot
sex that I have come to expect from LD's books, especially the Brown Siblings, but that said it was a very
good story, a little light on the action and at times the writing seemed a little choppy but all in all a good
story. This is still one of my favorite series, and I am anxiously awaiting Adrian's story, even if that does
mean the end of the series :)

AJ says

I can sum this book up in one word – ‘meh’. I was disappointed with it. I liked the first book of this series –
Laid Bare, and loved the second – Coming Undone, and then this one was just meh.

Cope and Ella have been secondary characters in the series so far, and I was excited to see flirty manwhore
Cope finally settle down with shy, quiet Ella. Having known each other for 6 years, and both harbouring
secret crushes on each other for most of that time, Cope finally works up the courage to make his move
pretty early on in the story, though the relationship develops very slowly. Ella has been through a traumatic
time (which I won’t go into because I don’t want to spoil events from the previous books), and Cope treads
lightly with her, being all gentle and tender , making sure she feels safe and comfortable with him. Even the
smut is toned down heaps compared to the earlier books of the series.



Ella is a total Mary Sue - so caring, and loving, always putting others first. And of course, everybody loves
her for it. Cope is “a nice guy, but he comes in bad boy wrapping paper.” He is Ben’s brother (Ben of the
‘Ben, Todd, and Erin’ relationship – who I actually enjoyed getting to know a little better in this one), and
there’s a secondary storyline focussing on family issues for Cope and Ben , as well as Erin having some
problems. We also check back in with Brody and Elise, but there's not much more of a plot beyond that, the
book just follows the lives of the group.

The biggest issue I had with this book is that everybody is so in touch with their feelings that they just vomit
love and sunshine all over each other… all the time! The circle of family and friends is a very tight-knit
group, and are in each other’s lives in a huge way, but they are constantly talking about their feelings, and
sharing their love for each other, it all just gets a bit eye rolling.

And adding on to this, Cope and Ella are in total Disney love with each other. They too are afflicted with the
need to blurt out everything they’re thinking and feeling, and at times, it seemed almost a little too perfect
with how every little thing they do, say, feel or smell (yes, smell) about the other was just AMAZING and
totally perfect. For example, Cope comments on her perfume – “I love the way it smells. Warm. Sexy.
Provocative.” He sounds like a commercial! But they both comment on EVERYTHING like this! And there
is soooooo much inner monologuing going on (usually thinking about how wonderful and perfect the other
person is), and between that and the somewhat cheesy dialogue, I wanted to smack their heads together and
tell them to Alpha themselves up a little bit!

And then, because there’s no real conflict, it felt like something was invented out of mid-air, and it’s the
most stupid-ass conflict EVER! (view spoiler)

 And then it’s all over, and cue the HEA. Which again was lovely, but very ‘hooray for love.’

I am glad I read it because I’m keen to continue on with the series, and some pretty important things
happened with each of the characters. Plus we started to get a set up for Adrian’s book which is next – and
the one I’m really keen to get to. But overall – it was just an ok read. 2 stars.


